HU·MOR or HU-MOUR - noun
plural noun: humor or humors?
quality of being amusing or comic - especially in literature or speech or - as defense against being taken &/or judged too seriously.

verb: present: humors - past tense: humored - present participle: humoring -

LOG·IC - noun
plural noun: logic or logics?
system - or set of principles to perform a specified task - w/underlying elements of proof & inference - to
be ignored for a time when useful - but not/never abandoned.

JEW - noun
plural noun: Jews
member of the people & cultural community who trace origins through the ancient Hebrew people of Israel - to Abraham - or - to rosie & sammie - &
to aunts paulie, yettie, irene, ruthie & to grandma fannie wunderlich.

FILM - noun
plural noun: films
thin flexible strip of plastic or other material
coated with light-sensitive emulsion for exposure in a camera used to produce photographs or motion pictures - also called cinema, flick & photoplay or the piktchas or moovies ya see as a kid inna local loews - every saturday or sunday.

VICE VER·SA - adverb
early 17th century: from Latin - literally ‘in-turned position’ - the other way around conversely, inversely, contrariwise - “dancers can teach actors a lot and vice versa" the opposite of what you just said - you say - can also be true - what if - you ask the dancer what if - you reverse that phrase? what if - we use the back as front? what if?
Copernicus was the first to suggest - the earth revolves around the sun - and not vice versa.

QUAR·TET - noun
plural noun: quartets;
noun: quartette; plural noun: quartettes
set of 4 people or things.
early 17th century/French quartette - Italian quartetto - Latin quartus .
quartets are interesting aren’t they?
i love lucy is a quartet & will & grace & who’s afraid of virginia woolfe?
all in the family - bobbsey twins (2 setsa twins) & verdi’s rigoletto quartet & the four tops - & don’t forget - the marx brothers start as a quartet –
& what about the beatles?

CON·CLU·SION - noun
plural noun: conclusions
end of an event or process - summing-up of argument or text settling or arrangement of treaty or agreement - act of concluding or finishing something but conclusions are temporary - if ya stop eating - don’t mean ya never gonna wanna eat again or eat more later - or what about dessert - it means no more fa now. temporary end - full fa now...

in·ven·tion – noun
plural noun: inventions
action of inventing something - typically a process or device.
creative ability.

pan·a·ce·a - noun

solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases.

work·man·ship - noun
ˈwərkmənˌSHip/ - degree of skill with which a product is made or a job done.

